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The rapid development of computer technology has resulted in broad interest in three dimensional fluid simulation, which is known to have more complex force interactions than occur in two dimensions (see, e.g., refs. [-6 ], [9] , , [7] , [8] and the additional references therein). In this paper we develop and analyze some molecular mechanics simulations of the three dimensional cavlty problem. The fluid considered is water at 15o C.
Molecular Arrangement and Equations.
For two water molecules Pi and P; which rra r,;i A apart, an approximate Lennard-Jones potential [8] introduce average velocities as follows. For "I a positive integer, let particle P6 be at (a(i,le),y(i,k),2(i,,k)) at tp: lx67 and at (r(i.,k -J),AQ.,k -J),2(i,,le -J)) at tk-r : (k -J)At Then the average velocity t\,tt,-f) of Pt at tx is defined by
In the examples to be discussed, we will describe results for various choices of J.
Examples.
Consider first V -25, At : 0.00008, and J :25200. Motion of molecules not in theYZ plane was often difiicult to display. Those to be described next were for the time interval 0 < , < 8.9L2 ps. It is important in these examples to be aware of the units on the ares in each figure.
The molecule Przooo, labelled A in Figure 7 , is at ( -3.06,58.14,87.68) initially. After extensive local interaction, the molecule moves to ( Comparison of the results in Figure 5 and those in Figure 9 show that there is a distinct difference in the two dimensional and three dimensional simulations. The average speed of the molecules in Figure 9 is 4.3574 A/p", while those in Figure 5 is 8.2368 A/ps. In addition, the molecular distributions, though similar, are different. The differences are due to the presence of forces in three dimensions which play no role in the two dimensional simulation [5] .
Note that if one defines the Reynolds number Re by Re : YBlu [5] , in which V is the wall speed, B is the span, and z is the average kinematic viscosity of water, then, for the example above, Y :25 L/ps, B : 104.04 A, and, at l5o C, u : !L3.l2L2lps [16] Figure 6 is at a relative steady state, whereas the vortex in Figure 16 is not.
Though individual molecular trajectories showed more motion than those displayed in Figures 7-10 J: 56000, Figure 17 shows the secondary vortex in the lower right corner, while for J : 50000 Figure 18 shows the secondary vortex in the lower left corner. 
